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The Natal Chart

The Return Chart

The Lunar Return
Astrology can provide many valuable panoramas as you move through this world, from a
lifelong overview to the snapshot of the opportunities available in a single instant. The view
you get depends upon how far back you pull from the subject and thus how much your eye, so
to speak, can encompass. In the words of the Sesame Street song:
That's about the size,
Where you put your eyes,
That's about the size of it.
It's all in how you frame your picture. The
closer to the subject you get, the greater the detail - the farther away, the larger the scope.
The natal horoscope with its transits and progressions can, for instance, give you a view of all
the days of your life, painted with a broad brush. Or, the sweep of the heavens in the instant of
the moment can portray where you're at right now. In the middle, the pictures of the coming
month or the coming year are available to you in the form of lunar (monthly) and solar (yearly)
returns.
What Is A Lunar Return?
Your Lunar return is the monthly chart of the instant the Moon in the sky returns to the
exact position it was at your birth. It's kind of a monthly birthday, and the arrangement of
planets it displays reflects the patterns of your coming month. Each month, this re-birth-day
works out its potential for you and then is renewed once again 27 1/2 days later with a new set
of surprises and opportunities.
How Does It Work?
Like your natal chart, or any other kind of horoscope, a Lunar return is a chart of a
beginning - in this case, the monthly beginning of the lunar cycle that started at your birth,
which is the cycle of your response to your environment, including your emotions, feelings,
interactivity, social well-being, and generally how creatively you react to the challenges and
opportunities of life. It works on the principle that when you begin something - anything everything that flows from it is bound up in the initial conditions under which it started. The
beginning is your foundation, and you build and rest upon it until you are finished. A Lunar
return is the astrological depiction of the new beginning you make each month and what results
from it until the next cycle begins.
Well Begun Is Half Done
"The beginning is half of everything," said the ancient Greeks, and so your monthly
beginning is something to be taken seriously and honored, if you want your lunar month to have
a good start. Thus, give yourself a little time and space to rest and meditate if you can in the few
hours surrounding the time of your Lunar return each month. Take the time to think about what
lies ahead, plan your strategies, and gather your resources so you can make the best of what's
offered. Look over the aspects in your Lunar return chart and the days and times ahead where
they individually kick in. Once you've got a calm picture of the challenges and openings to
come, you can rise to seize the day, one moment at a time, and make the most of the month.
Changing The Picture
The planetary positions in a Lunar return are locked in at the moment the Moon returns to
its natal place. Where these positions fall in relation to the local horizon, and thus the areas
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of life in which they work, is entirely dependent upon where you are at the time. Thus, if
you see that your Lunar return is going to develop a picture you'd like to rearrange, that can be
accomplished by placing yourself at the right spot on the globe t
o fine-tune the event. Many astrologers travel widely in order to adjust both Solar and
Lunar returns - I have done so repeatedly over the last 35 years with apparent great success, so I
recommend it when necessary. Moving about extensively every month is not easy for everyone,
but being aware that it affects the Lunar return is a plus if you normally travel on business and
have some say as to where.
Pieces Of The Puzzle
The Lunar return is a large piece of the astrological pic
ture of what happens with your life every month, but it is not the only one. Lunar transits,
New and Full Moons, and other factors also weigh in, so they have been included in this report
so you can have a more complete picture of what to expect and what
you have to work with. You should remember, however, that factors whose timing is as
short as a monthly cycle are more like the minute or second hands on your life's clock face.
Don't forget to stand back every now and then and refresh yourself with the
big picture of where you are and where you're going, which are described by long-term
transit and progression cycles. After that, you can get back down to the day-to-day nitty-gritty
which the Lunar return offers and know that your focus is tracking and
every moment is enjoyed and utilized to its best advantage.With that in mind, read on and
launch yourself into the coming month with the wind at your back and the planets racing by
your side...

Introduction
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Your Personal Lunar Return
Your Lunar Return Chart This Month
Your Lunar return can be read in a manner similar to many other types of horoscopes,
except that in doing interpretations it must be kept in mind that it has an unusually short life.
The chart is only in effect for 27 1/2 days until it is supplanted by the next Lunar return. Thus,
where the middle and outer planets are concerned, there is little or no change of sign over
literally dozens of Lunar returns. This makes the overall influence of signs more of a long-term,
barely changing backdrop and thus negligible in effect. The house placements and the mutual
aspects of the planets and Angles thus become where all the action is, fueled mostly by the
faster-changing positions of the inner planets. That may be just as well, as trying to stuff too
much interpretive information into a description of a single month leads to diminishing returns,
and what is important gets lost in the shuffle.
So what is most important in a Lunar return? Certainly the house positions of the Sun and
Moon, and the sign of the Ascendant, which represent the main areas of focus for the month,
along with the house positions of the planets. After that comes the aspects of the Lights,
Angles, and inner planets to each other and to the middle and outer planets, which describes the
dynamics of the month. Last comes the aspects of the middle and outer planets to each other,
which provide a background dynamic upon which the rest play out. These, taken together with
featured elements of your natal chart highlighted by Lunar Return positions, give an overall
picture of the coming month.
Daily Events
After a look at the overall picture for the month, daily influences are painted primarily by
the transiting Moon as it passes through the natal and Lunar return houses and ticks off its
conjunctions to planets in both the natal chart and the Lunar return chart. This accounts for 47
occurrences, each of which happens once, in varying orders, throughout each month. As the
Moon transits the houses and planets of the natal chart, it triggers events that are both personal
to the moment and yet connect with more long-term issues as well, since the natal chart abides
permanently. As the Moon touches the houses and planets of the Lunar return, however, its
effects are to highlight and spark off the trends depicted in that chart only, and thus apply only
to very short-term developments. These Lunar transits thus give what amounts to inner and
outer pictures, short-term and longer-term effects working together, both of which are described
in the text.

Your Personal Lunar Return
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Personal Void-of-Course Moon

One final, and very useful, addition is the Personal Void-of-Course Moon. The period of
time every 2 1/2 days when the transiting Moon has made its last aspect to another body in the
sky before changing signs is described as a Void-of-Course Moon period. It can last from a few
minutes to over a day, depending how late in signs the planets are at the time. Because the
Moon at this time doesn't really have its "feet on the ground," is generally considered a period
unfavorable for tangible decisions that require solid support, but an excellent time for insight,
relaxation, and reaching outside of confining boundaries. Many astrological calendars include a
monthly list of these times.
If you have natal planets late in one or more signs, however, an ordinarily Void-of-Course
Moon may still be making aspects to your chart, allowing you a special exception from the rule
and giving you a decision-making advantage at this time. Conversely, if your planets are mostly
early in signs, then for you the Moon goes Void-of-Course sooner than for the rest of the world,
allowing you to check out and party early, while others are still in a more mundane frame of
mind. Thus, included here is a list of your own Personal Void-of-Course Moon times unique to
you alone, in order to give you a very specific personal advantage. They each begin when the
Moon makes its last aspect to your chart and end when the Moon enters the next sign.

Your Personal Lunar Return
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Lunar Return: Jun 08, 2012

As in a natal chart, the first thing you look at is the position of the Sun, Moon, and
Ascendant. Their positions and aspects form the fundamental dynamic for the month: whether
it's coming on like a juggernaut, sneaking up like a cat, stumbling in like a bull in a china shop,
or striding in like a hero. Since the Lunar Return Moon is the same as your natal Moon, any
aspects to it are also transiting aspects to your natal horoscope, thus uniquely entwining both
charts and making the Lunar aspects especially important. The house position of the Sun and
Moon tell you where your main action will be all month, and the Ascendant sign show the
overall style. Easy aspects of these to the rest of the chart will show a month whizzing by
according to plan. Hard aspects will indicate tangles and challenges to overcome. The text
relays how to make the most of the former and how to transform the latter to get best results
from the month.
Sun
Think big and let others take care of the details: that's the central thrust this lunar month.
You will have unique opportunities to observe and develop your life on a large scale, providing
a fuller framework on which to hang your daily efforts. Conversely, you may find yourself
involved with major external structures and belief systems like the law and issues of
fundamental ethics and morality. To a large extent, you have the ability to set your own course
if you are willing to show involvement and commitment that inspires both self-confidence and
trust. Be an example of what you believe and others will believe in you. The test of yourself is
to be yourself and let others follow. Don't be self-conscious, just know you're right, then go
ahead...
Sun in Ninth House

The feeling you can get away with anything may be more accurate than you think this
month, as energy flows easily in leaps and bounds and obstacles that might ordinarily be in the
way are either swept aside or not there to begin with. The Sun reinforcing your natal Moon
lends you the quiet emotional confidence that you are up to the task and that, whatever the
details, your basic approach is correct and will be supported by other people and events. If you
push the envelope, it will come naturally in the course of things and not likely cause problems
or dispute. The only drawback might be that you assume too much, get too lazy, and forget to
give that extra push to keep on course.
Moon Trine Sun

When in doubt, this month, turn on the charm. You may be able to get by with anything as
you can utilize the force of your own charisma to overcome almost any obstacle. The only
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difficulties you may run into with this approach is that though your faults may get overlooked
now, they may become apparent later, so you have to be able to deliver what you seem to
promise. The whole month has a tinge of this lovely but risky illusion, coming from others as
well, so take care not to be overrun with momentary desire that may bring longer than intended
consequences. Armed with that caveat, however, you can look forward to a positive spin on
circumstances whenever you choose it.
Sun Conjunction Venus

Going a bridge too far and still not getting there is easy to do this month, and the hardest
thing to do will be to conserve energy and choose your targets wisely. It will be tempting to
grapple with issues after they have been dealt with sufficiently and waste energy beating a dead
horse. When it looks like you're getting entangled in a thicket, resist the temptation to try to cut
your way through - rather, back off and try another approach. Energy is drained by gearing up
for contests that never occur, and equally sapped when you are blindsided and react too late.
The best solution is to stay poised on your feet, wary, and strike only when the situation is ripe
and can be finished quickly.
Sun Square Mars

Moon
A creative, even playful response to your environment will be key no matter what your
overall game plan may be this lunar month. Take time out to please yourself and be pleasing,
and you'll glean fuel from it to power the rest of what you're doing. When you don't take things
too seriously, that's the time when you get the most serious things accomplished, and with ease,
so feel free to let go. Whatever you do, put some fun into it and it will go farther. The essence
of being a successful adult is having been a successful child. Both are still available to you, so
take advantage. You can't win if you don't play...
Moon in Fifth House

It can be easy to relax into an expansive mood and revel in the beauty of what surrounds
you - or beautify it some more yourself. Both are in order, as your taste will be obvious and
mutually enjoyed by everyone, but you'll only hang on to what you've got if you contribute
enough to prove worthy of the praise you naturally get. Enjoy being in touch with your better
feelings, but share your insights and wisdom with others, as you only get back what you give in
the long run. When you've got more, give more, which shouldn't be difficult unless you really
fall asleep at the wheel. It wouldn't hurt to spend a little time figuring out just what you're doing
right, so you can buttress your strengths down the line.
Moon Trine Venus

Ascendant
This month will be characterized by leaps to establish order followed by shifting things
around, and then shifting things around some more, a balancing act that continues until the end.
This is not necessarily because there is not order in the first place, but just to make sure. Kind
of like rearranging the living room furniture ten times until you decide you're happy with the
first arrangement. Nevertheless, you will be working for a good cause, and that is harmony,
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beauty, and fairness where judgment only comes after due deliberation. Expect bouts of
arbitration, compromise, and opposing sides agreeing to meet halfway, or at least trying to do
so. Were only a month is not long enough to really do the job! The task: striking the best
balance.
Ascendant in Libra

There's probably not much you can do to make yourself look bad this month, so be as
carefree in your personal presentation as you like. Your very lack of fashion statement will be
construed as a new look. In general, it's a comfortable time to relax and play whenever you get
the chance, and you'll wear both love and pleasure with ease. You may also find it easy to chill
and do nothing at all, but that would be a waste of this month's potential for enjoyment. Get up
and treat yourself and someone else special, and you'll have a lot better time than you ever
thought you would. Get up and get around, whether just down the street or to another country,
you'll enjoy the surroundings.
Venus Trine Ascendant

Fighting will get you nowhere this month, especially because that may be the first thing
you're inclined to do, especially when roadblocks appear at work or home and you feel that
bulldozing them will take care of the problem. It won't, and the more you try to force your way,
the more resilient and elusive the resistance becomes, until you reach maximum frustration and
minimum forward motion. The reason is that the people involved are at cross-purposes and not
really hearing what's being said, but pushing on, anyway. The solution is to cut the spiraling
shovefest and find out what the real issues are, after which you'll likely find everyone was
really in accord to begin with.
Pluto Square Ascendant

The inner planets change significantly from month to month and indicate the personal
permutations your life is going through. Basically, it's the framework of how you play the
game, who else is playing, and how they're playing it. Easy aspects mean you win with no
contest, hard aspects suggest a more hard-fought game that may put your life skills more to the
test and increase your personal growth and talents through experience. The text relays both
sides and gives advice on what games to play, what ones to avoid, and the best strategies whether you want to raise, hold, or walk away.
Mercury
Grand ideas and schemes abound, and you could reorganize your entire approach to life if
you have the time. In general, it's a space for standing back and getting a clearer overall view
rather than being lost in the details. Take a good look at the forest, let the trees tend to
themselves. You may find yourself lost in thought as you see more clearly how you fit into the
scheme of things and where you want to go with your life. Put these epiphanies down on paper
so you can reflect on them at leisure and reinspire yourself when life gets too crowded with
mundane matters. Button down legal issues, write contracts, take the lead in where you're going
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because you know the road ahead.
Mercury in Ninth House

Open hand, open heart have the advantage as solid links with the inner world unfold and
allow more intimate expressions of love, romance, dreams, and aspirations. The greatest inner
wisdom unfolds with the least effort and you may have to check yourself ("did I say that?")
when accidental profundity comes your way. Listen to what you are saying, and take your own
advice. Although you may be a bit on the idealistic side, you've got to have a dream to have a
dream come true, and now is the time when dreams are well-made and are more than just
fantasy or illusion. Check self-criticism at the door, you will have plenty of excuses to doubt
yourself later, and with better reason.
Mercury Trine Neptune

Venus
If you try to develop a broad sense of well-being, you'll find it surprisingly easy to connect
with the higher principles of life. The miraculous way the world is put together is at your beck
and call, just look up. Most particularly, you'll find yourself pleased with the way you fit into
the picture and the opportunities open to you that were there all along but overlooked. Open
yourself to new cultures and beliefs and you'll come away changed. Major travel and
exploration, whether in the inside or outside world, is particularly beneficial. Launch out into
the deep, and it will bear you up.
Venus in Ninth House

Venus Retrograde
Every couple of years Venus goes retrograde for a little over a month, impacting on one or two
of your Lunar Returns. The period during which it is retrograde (May 15, 2012 to Jun 27, 2012)
marks a background that affects everyone in a similar way and is not to be ignored. Projects
involving earning or investing money will be slowed down or reversed, as will personal efforts
toward getting what you need to make your life satisfying. Your best bet is not to fight the tide
but allow it to take its toll on the rest of the world why you hang back and wait for a better
moment. If you're staying still and everyone else is moving backward, you're moving ahead.
Rethink investments, beautification projects, including clothes and cosmetology.
Sometimes when you get what you want, you tire of it, or you tire of trying to get it. Desire
and inclination are at cross-purposes and it's easy to argue about the present and thus forget to
enjoy it. Unless you are both watchful and tolerant, you may look back on this period as one of
lost or squandered opportunities. There may be not much you can do, as half of the problems
are not caused by you, but you can be a peacemaker and ameliorate them. Pull back from
turn-offs, closely observe others' needs, put on a happy face even when you're disappointed in
order to cut a downward spiral. You may not be able to get all you want, but you can and
should cut your losses.
Venus Square Mars
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Shooting from the hip is just the thing to avoid right now, as you'll either miss or, worse, hit
the wrong target. Take the time to scope out the situation, especially challenges that may be
waiting for you in hiding, and then proceed with caution, but sure of foot. Your best work will
be behind the scenes, where you can make maximum headway with minimum interference.
Don't be afraid to proceed as a loner and keep secrets - they travel the fastest who travel alone.
There will be plenty of time to get back into the swim of things when you've finished your
undercover operations. Just resist the temptation to reveal or take credit for what you've done
here, or it may backfire on you.
Mars in Twelfth House

The positions of the middle and outer Planets - Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto,
along with the Moon's North and South Nodes - change little from one Lunar Return to the
next, so they add more of a backdrop, the stage set on which the monthly play is performed.
They are very powerful, however, and their long-running helpful and troublesome aspects are
not to be taken lightly. They can be like a rope to swing yourself across the stage or a trap door
that will cause a fall if you're not watching. The text on the mutual aspects of these giants to the
inner planets and the Lights, and where they fall by house, shows you just where to watch for
them, what mood they're in, and how to get them on your side.
Jupiter
Expanded credit could arrive just when you most need it this lunar month - and if it doesn't,
then chase after it, chances are you'll get it. Look for bigger credit lines, better percentage rates,
beneficial transfer deals, all are available if you look for them. The inclination will be to put
them to immediate use, but there you should be more cautious and keep a substantive reserve.
You'll also discover that you have forgotten resources to draw on that may show up suddenly
and surprise you. It could be a fortuitous check, but more likely it will be something you had all
along that you had overlooked and which will expand your horizons and capabilities. Keep your
eyes open and don't toss things away without a second look.
Jupiter in Eighth House

This is a broad time for taking that second look at what life seemed to offer, or that it
claimed to promise. That doesn't mean your life, specifically, but you'll probably find that's the
current question in the air and there is good conversation in it at the least. The answers in
general will be for the moment that optimism fails, hopes lead to disappointment, and a lot of
other confusions which are the result of both unclear desires and fuzzy thinking. If you can be
on the outside looking in to this one, you'll be the happier for it. Unexamined expectations
goeth before the fall, and where you can be a cushion to others and a shoulder to lean on, you'll
be the one to benefit from it later.
Jupiter Square Neptune
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You may want to pull in your wings a bit for awhile, as restricting forces are in the air that
can put pressure on you if you don't carefully mete out your energies. Mainly, your personal
energy reserves are easily drained, making situations you might have bounced back from take a
greater toll than usual. Concomitantly, you may find more will be put on your shoulders than
you would like, so look for others to take a load off. If there is any time to delegate authority,
and the responsibilities that go with it, this is it. Nevertheless, you may feel obligated to handle
things yourself anyway, in which case take it slow, careful, and avoid wasting time. Less is
more this time, really.
Saturn in First House

Uranus
Just when you thought work was boring, everything changes, without notice. Maybe you'll
look back with fondness on boring, maybe you won't, but chances are you won't have time to.
Success depends on keeping on your toes. Don't try to be ahead of the curve lest it vanish
beneath you unannounced - better to ride the crest of the present and stay flexible. The
challenge of it all will be avoiding stress and anxiety in the process, which can impact on your
well-being. Knowing that each up and down is only temporary helps, and it will all even out in
the end, particularly if you focus on quick response now and let later take care of itself. That's
the way surprises turn into opportunities, so don't recoil, embrace them.
Uranus in Sixth House

This several-year period (most recently centering around 1933) occurs only once every 128
years and is reputed to have the effect of transforming and sometimes violent technological
progress upon society at large. Too lengthy to have much differing effect monthly, it
nevertheless sets the tone of the period. Uranus/Pluto's relationship to the rest of the chart by
house and aspect give it a revolving punch that is a regular monthly shakeup. So, look to its
relationships this month to the rest of the elements in the Lunar return to see how this really
"big picture" planetary aspect works for you.
Uranus Square Pluto

Neptune
Your most creative moments will come when you abandon yourself to fantasy and float
free, allowing anything at all to come into your head and let the Muse do her work. Breaking
down internal barriers, however you choose to do it, will be the key to finding that field of
dreams that had escaped you. If you build it, they will come, but this is not really the time to
start construction, just outline your inspirations and wait until your head clears before you get
down to brass tacks. Your kids may try to pull the wool over your eyes, but what else is new?
Also a fruitful period for planning that dream vacation, just don't book your tickets until you're
sure that's really where you want to go.
Neptune in Fifth House
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Words can be your tool or weapon of choice this cycle, so be careful how you use them.
This is the playing field upon which confrontations are most likely to be staged, but also where
you have the opportunity to transform conflict into compromise. The pattern that will take will
be less a mutual acceptance of the status quo, but a willingness to throw that out entirely and
forge a new way to phrase, and thus execute, the matter at hand. The pen is truly mightier than
the sword, but swords are better put to use when reforged into ploughshares. A cruel but clever
wit can clear the playing field, but leave its possessor alone at the end. Don't push it over the
edge unless irrevocably pushed into it by another.
Pluto in Third House

Node
New financial responsibilities may come your way this month that require you to put out
extra but may also serve to boost your credit as well. It's important to check twice before
signing on the dotted line, because it will be easy to get yourself in deeper than you suspect.
Read the fine print, and avoid okaying repeating automatic charges that mount up behind your
back. Found money, in the form of an unexpected gift or legacy, could also be in the cards, as
good deeds you have done in earlier times get a long-deserved reward. Similarly, old debts may
finally get repaid and former projects pay off dividends in the form of royalties or revived
interest. Collect your piece of the action.
Node in Second House
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Featured Planets

When selected Lunar Return positions occupy the same spaces as bodies in your natal chart,
this highlights certain natal inclinations for the month. It will mean that certain elements in your
fundamental character will be emphasized both internally externally. These will be the areas
that most appear to represent you for the moment and that others will seize upon as entry points
to your personality. These are the areas in which you can put your best foot forward to make the
most effective and gratifying steps ahead, providing your first line of challenges and
opportunities to embrace the world.
Sun Highlighted by Mars
This highlights your fundamental energies that make your personality shine throughout the
month and beyond. It will mean that events this month will to some extent revolve around your
ability to demonstrate self-confidence and become a well of energy and inspiration for others. It
is the opportunity for your self, the unity behind the sum of your parts, to take command and
establish power and influence over your surroundings. That does not mean you will be lord of
all you survey, but it's a sure step in that direction and will lead to confirmation of an expanded
self-image that can only put you on a rising track, both on the inside and the outside.
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Daily Events: Jun 08, 2012

As the Moon speeds on through the month, the minute hand of your Lunar Return, it moves
through all twelve houses of both your natal chart and the Lunar Return chart, as well as hitting
both sets of planets. These are the times to look for specific events that activate these parts of
your monthly picture and will offer times for making your best moves. There are forty-seven
such events, and they repeat every month, but not at the same time or in the same order. Plus,
the playing field and basic potentials of each month differ, so each of the basic transits has a
different role to play every month, while retaining its core implications. The individual transits
begin with the symbolism of the degree at which they occur, followed by an interpretation of
their general meaning, and finish with a handful of specific "issues and accents" to address,
which they may bring into your life. Finally, your personal Void-of-Course Moon periods will
vary widely and are important timing factors in the daily decision-making process, so keep a
close eye on them.
Fri Jun 8, 2012

Moon in Aquarius

Sat Jun 9, 2012
Moon in Aquarius (Enters Pisces at 03:23 pm)
08:16 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 03:23 pm
02:34 pm
Moon Void Ends: 03:23 pm
09:10 pm
Moon Conjunct Return's Neptune
4° Pisces: The narrow isthmus between two summer resorts, both sparkling with
life, carries crowded holiday traffic safely. DELIVERY
Trust your feelings and try to harness your intuition, which is favored.
Although goals are different from dreams, you must dream to have goals, and it's at times
like this they are born. The seeds of the future are borne on the wind, and when reveries
come to roost, the fantasies of tomorrow become the accomplishments of today. But like
a hall of mirrors, only one of the images is you, and you will have to find out which one
that is, in order to make it come true.
Issues and Accents: sacrifice, escape, apprehension, misrepresentation, nursing
Sun Jun 10, 2012
Moon in Pisces
02:33 am
Moon Conjunct Natal Saturn
7° Pisces: Over the strewn and irregular masses of stone at the shore is low-lying
fog, but on one clear rock a cross rests. TESTIMONY
If you are tempted to highlight your insufficiencies, do so in the interest of a
better and less wasteful existence. When things suddenly stall, it's usually for a reason,
and now's the time to find out why. Don't bash yourself, do improve yourself, you can't
Jun 08, 2012
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overcome your limitations until you truly know what they are. Similarly, limitations are
often imposed because you haven't made sufficient use of what's already on your plate.
Say grace, and you'll receive grace.
Issues and Accents: limits, cramps, boundaries, property, despondency
11:06 am
Moon Enters Natal 04th House
11° Pisces: A group of serious-eyed, earnest-faced men are seeking illumination
and are conducted into a massive sanctuary. VESTMENT
A general inclination to hold back and go inside for inspiration holds sway,
which can lead you to tend home affairs or simply to withdraw a safe distance to
consider what's important and what your next move will be. Similarly, it's a good time to
refine defense strategies and patch up those fences that separate you from the neighbors
and the outside world, literally and figuratively. When you are sure of your boundaries,
you can more safely go beyond them.
03:49 pm
Moon Enters Return's 06th House
14° Pisces: A young lady from top of coiffure to tip of toes is regal, and she
displays soft beauty of face above fox furs. CERTIFICATION
The daily structure of your life and work is often taken for granted and so can
fall into disrepair. This is a time to reinvent the ordinary and make it special, to see that
the habits and methods that make up your daily operations actually serve the purposes for
which they were intended. By being a do-it-yourself efficiency expert, you can make this
month more productive and less boringly repetitious. If it works, embrace it. If it doesn't,
erase it.
Mon Jun 11, 2012
06:42 am
06:22 pm

Moon in Pisces
Moon Void Ends: Jun 12, 2012 00:22 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: Jun 12, 2012 00:22 am

Tue Jun 12, 2012
Moon in Pisces (Enters Aries at 00:22 am)
12:08 pm
Moon Enters Natal 05th House
6° Aries: A black square stands firmly, illumined red on one side.
RESTLESSNESS
This is a very open time of month, when spontaneity and warm feelings can
flow more easily, and the creative and romantic urges compete to hold sway. A good
time for connecting with children or for taking a little time off for fun and frolic.
Risk-taking is easier, and you're likely better at it now, though don't go out on a limb
unless you're sure. Don't push for concrete steps, but go with the flow and let things
happen and the results will surprise and delight.
Issues and Accents: flamboyance, indulgence, festivities, expressiveness, glamour
04:16 pm
Moon Conjunct Return's Uranus
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9° Aries: A seer gazes intently into a crystal ball before him. ASSURANCE
Taking risks on sudden, far-out ideas may generally be inadvisable, but this
may be just the time to do it. Sudden flashes of insight may cut through the normal,
humdrum solutions and start you thinking out of the box. Don't just throw caution to the
winds, but don't hesitate to try something new and different this month if it seems
appropriate to the occasion. Remember, however, that doing so may change more than
you think and could have you off balance unless you take a flexible stance.
Issues and Accents: boundaries, choices, inequality, revision, disintegration
Wed Jun 13, 2012 Moon in Aries
00:53 am
Moon Enters Return's 07th House
13° Aries: A bomb that has failed to explode is now safely hidden from discovery.
EXPECTATION
There is no greater opportunity in life than another person, and your ability to
partner well now can turn this period into a cornucopia of possibilities that would not be
available operating solo. Don't expect to luck into a good relationship - the best ones are
carefully built and meticulously tended. Creating and maintaining space for both to
operate comfortably in is the key to making a partnership more than just two people
making do. Tend to each other's houses and hearts.
Issues and Accents: tolerance, visitors, inequality, relationships, estrangement
11:09 pm
Moon Void Ends: Jun 14, 2012 12:22 pm
Thu Jun 14, 2012
Moon in Aries (Enters Taurus at 12:22 pm)
06:08 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 12:22 pm
02:53 pm
Moon Enters Natal 06th House
2° Taurus: A brilliant electrical display illuminates the heavens and the forests
beneath. TRANSFORMATION
This period has a bit of a "back to work" flavor, where picking up stitches and
buttoning down projects is the flavor of the day. Where you have gotten off schedule,
either at work or in your personal habits or health regiment, now is the time to make the
correction and get back on track. By strengthening routine so it runs by itself, you free
your hands for more important things down the line and prevent untimely trip-ups from
overlooked details at the last minute.
Issues and Accents: advertising, details, accuracy, regimentation, waitresses
10:51 pm
Moon Conjunct Natal Uranus
6° Taurus: A delicate cantilever bridge is in process of construction across a high
narrow gorge. CHANNELSHIP
The urge to think or act impetuously offers both risk and opportunity. A
sudden change of direction or a new direction entirely can put you way ahead of the
game, or get you thrown out of it. But, if it's within reason, fly with it and see what
happens - nothing ventured, nothing gained. The best maneuvers often burst out
full-blown like Athena from Zeus's brow. Don't be impatient with others who may not go
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along, and be ready to accept consequences, for good or ill.
Issues and Accents: impulses, infidelity, progress, uprooting, trends
Fri Jun 15, 2012
Moon in Taurus
11:37 am
Moon Enters Return's 08th House
12° Taurus: A quite youthful young couple is walking down a busy street,
stopping to peer into every window with joyful glee. ESTIMATION
Financial self-reliance is a goal, but sometimes it's better to gamble with other
people's money than your own. A carefully-wrought juggling act of balancing borrowed
stakes with retooling and refitting your own personal resources can serve you as well as
gold in a safe deposit box. Extra baggage that you eliminate right now will make that
whole process work more efficiently, so what you can't reclaim for reuse, spin off as gifts
or collateral.
Issues and Accents: precariousness, taxes, orgasm, sex, donations
Sat Jun 16, 2012
Moon in Taurus
08:09 am
Moon Void Ends: Jun 17, 2012 01:24 am
05:57 pm
Moon Enters Natal 07th House
27° Taurus: A hopelessly withered old Indian squaw, with a clear light persisting
in beady eyes, is selling trinkets. INTERCHANGE
Personal relationships can be put into focus now, and you may find that you
can share your emotions and responsibilities with a partner who will take a load off your
back. By giving credit where it's due and avoiding competition or jealously you will find
you often receive more than you give, but then that is what usually results from an open
hand and heart. Fairness is at a premium right now, so go out of your way to see that
everyone is on an equal playing field.
Issues and Accents: enemies, negotiations, divorce, stalemate, understandings
07:10 pm
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: Jun 17, 2012 01:24 am
Sun Jun 17, 2012
Moon in Taurus (Enters Gemini at 01:24 am)
00:03 am
Moon Conjunct Return's Jupiter
30° Taurus: A peacock parades its splendor on the quiet lawn of an old palace
garden in dignified solitude. LOFTINESS
Positive thinking and a generous imagination can now set the stage for
increased opportunity and a bigger piece of the pie. The only limits you have are those
you impose upon yourself, and now is not the time to do that. Think big, not only for
yourself but for those involved with you, so that win-win situations can blossom and lead
to ever-expanding possibilities for all concerned. When you invest in others, you invest
in yourself, paying dividends to your posterity.
Issues and Accents: forecasting, nutrition, fortune, enhancement, security
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11:10 pm
Moon Enters Return's 09th House
11° Gemini: A new real-estate subdivision is revealed with wide paved streets,
ornamental lights, and a few newly built houses. IDENTIFY
Is your life cinema verite, or is there a plan? Now's the time to invent the latter
or improve on what you've got. Dead reckoning can get you where you're going, but why
not have a map? This is a good time for establishing the lay of the land, getting that aerial
overview that confirms where you've been, where you are, and where you're going. You
needn't rush off on the journey, just turn it around in your mind until you have a good
grip on the possibilities it offers.
Issues and Accents: telecommunication, social security, success, trials, selling
Mon Jun 18, 2012 Moon in Gemini
05:44 am
Moon Conjunct Return's Venus
15° Gemini: Two Dutch children in their immaculate native costumes are
studying their lessons together. CLARITY
It's a good time to be presenting things in the best possible light and dressing
up your reality in its Sunday best. When you look good, you feel good, and you make
others around you feel better as well. By surrounding yourself with the trappings of love,
desire, wealth, and beauty, you bring those very same elements closer to you, so indulge
yourself in order to attract the future wherewithal of self-indulgence. In other words,
consider play to be an investment in the future as one good thing leads to another.
Issues and Accents: cash, excuses, leisure, refunds, bedroom
11:47 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: Jun 19, 2012 01:34 pm
02:28 pm
Moon Conjunct Return's Sun
19° Gemini: In the somber archives of a sedate museum, a large archaic volume
is somewhat conspicuously displayed. IMPLICATION
The heart of the matter and the main focus of the month gets its greatest boost
now, even if it may not seem so at the moment, so keep your eyes wide open and be
ready to jump to the tune when it starts to play. It's a time to whip up enthusiasm, not
necessarily to get down to brass tacks, so put on a happy face and spread good feelings
around, even if nothing else seems to get done. By engendering warmth and excitement,
you focus the flood in your direction and partake not only of your own energy, but the
environmental electricity flowing down your wire.
Issues and Accents: prestige, generosity, exhibitionism, arrogance, willpower
11:02 pm
Moon Enters Natal 08th House
23° Gemini: Three fledglings, secure in their nest high in the tree, already reveal
the deep pride of their heritage. SECLUSION
Credit can be looked at creatively and used to maximum effect, with particular
attention to raising your limits without overtaxing yourself. Recycling efforts may pay
off by repurposing something you would have otherwise disposed of. A glance back to
the old ways of doing things can inspire and even pay off as you realize there's nothing
really new under the sun. Taking out the trash, once you have decided what it really is,
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can feel like a fresh, new start.
Issues and Accents: sexuality, eradication, separation, harassment, sensuality
Tue Jun 19, 2012
Moon in Gemini (Enters Cancer at 01:34 pm)
11:02 am
Moon Void Ends: 01:34 pm
11:02 am
New Moon
29° Gemini: High in a tree that has given only the faintest evidence of returning
spring, a mockingbird delivers his repertoire. QUICKENING
New Moon in Natal 08th House
You may find turning over a new leaf this month entails tossing out the old
and ringing in the new, but you should take a second look before doing that. What you
may find much more satisfactory is to simply rework and refurbish what is already there.
Sometimes a new paint job makes everything new again, so you don't have to totally start
over from scratch. They don't make things like they used to, so preserve what you can.
It's also a good time to initiate that new credit card, but avoid impulse buying, as it's easy
to go overboard right about now. Ditto for mortgage or other loans - a good starting time,
but just take what you need and no more.
New Moon in Return 09th House
Getting into blue-sky brainstorming and giving even the most crackpot ideas a
run for their money can provide fun and maybe even profit now. Original thinking is the
better for being temporarily free of ties and responsibilities, so scheme on, however
unusual it may seem. Spend the next couple of weeks following through on what you've
dreamed up, then decide if it's garbage in, garbage out, or the makings of the Nobel
Prize. Explore some of the areas where they give out Nobels: peace, literature,
economics, science. All can use some fresh blood and inspiration - why shouldn't it be
yours? If it turns out to be really wacko, toss it. If not, patent it.
Issues and Accents: eradication, separation, condemnation, vindictiveness,
resentment
06:45 pm
Moon Conjunct Return's Mercury
3° Cancer: Through the cold darkening depths of a Northern canyon, a man all
bundled up in furs leads a shaggy reindeer. IMMERSION
This is a time for clearing things up and attempting to be particularly lucid
about your current set of plans. New insights can be worked into the picture and details
laid out to those who need to be in the know. Bounce ideas off other heads to see a less
subjective view of your schemata, then proceed to set things into motion before you lose
the freshness of the inspiration. Though feelings may compel, you're best off right now
with only what can be expressed clearly in words.
Issues and Accents: bank balance, books, information, discrimination,
absentmindedness
Wed Jun 20, 2012
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06:00 pm
Moon Enters Return's 10th House
15° Cancer: A group of merry, sluggish individuals are resting; they have
overeaten most indiscreetly and enjoyed it. SATIATION
What people believe you are often seems more important than what you really
are, so crafting your public image is critical for success. This is always a mix of real
achievements mixed with what's in the eye of the beholder, so make sure that you have
both working for you. Find out now what other people, especially your peers, are saying
about you and provide information to turn the opinion polls your way. Sometimes a spin
doctor is more valuable than an M.D.
Issues and Accents: obstructions, autonomy, forethought, results, fame
Thu Jun 21, 2012
Moon in Cancer (Enters Leo at 11:48 pm)
05:40 am
Moon Conjunct Moon's South Node
21° Cancer: The magnificent opera house with its glittering audience rests in
silence; the prima donna is singing. RECOGNITION
12:49 pm
Moon Void Ends: 11:48 pm
01:31 pm
Moon Enters Natal 09th House
25° Cancer: A leader of men erect and fearless suddenly finds thrown across his
right shoulder an invisible mantle of power. ENLISTMENT
This can be an ideal time for those long conversations and ambitious
exploration of new mental and emotional territories. Your reach feels greater than before
and you are only limited for the moment to what you can imagine, leaving the details for
later. You can stand back and examine the big picture and chart your way through it.
Travel broadens the mind, whether it be a physical trip or an armchair journey of the
mind. Believe in what you conceive, and it will come true.
Issues and Accents: enlightenment, inflation, consideration, fair play, anticipation
05:56 pm
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 11:48 pm
05:56 pm
Moon Conjunct Natal Pluto
27° Cancer: In a normally peaceful canyon, with wealthy secluded ranches, a
furious storm seems to multiply its terror. ABUNDANCE
The inclination may be to push through to get your way, that for the moment
the end justifies the means. Stand back and take another look, however, and you might
decide otherwise. When you simply "must" do or have something, you probably
shouldn't - at least not to the degree you are contemplating. Such feelings are signals that
can get you in better touch with deeper emotions and are better used in that cause rather
than in the service of a quick ego boost.
Issues and Accents: metabolism, odors, envy, upsets, legacies
Fri Jun 22, 2012
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Sat Jun 23, 2012
Moon in Leo
02:25 am
Moon Enters Return's 11th House
15° Leo: The great American carnival, the Mardi Gras at New Orleans, is seen
with a wealth of floats, decorations and merriment. EXPOSURE
What you can't do for yourself, maybe your friends can do for you, and a
friend in need is a friend, indeed. You don't want to tap your nearest and dearest too
often, but asking for help and support occasionally is part of what makes friendship, and
you might do that now, even if you're not terribly in need, just to keep relations from
getting rusty. A little mutual admiration can go a long way towards lifting your esprit de
corps, and a heartfelt hug beats a handshake.
Issues and Accents: advice, companions, innovation, accessories, connections
06:27 pm
Moon Void Ends: Jun 24, 2012 07:43 am
Sun Jun 24, 2012
00:36 am

Moon in Leo (Enters Virgo at 07:43 am)
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 07:43 am

Mon Jun 25, 2012 Moon in Virgo
02:56 am
Moon Enters Natal 10th House
11° Virgo: A beautiful boy is revealed; he is all boy in every way, but in him lives
too the idealization of a wise mother. CONSUMMATION
Professional considerations should be looked at and adjustments made to see
that your name is recognized and respected among your peers. While your attention is on
it, touch up that resume, touch up your image, and take some time to advertise yourself.
Make mileage out of compliments and take credit where it is due. Follow up leads and
don't be shy about blowing your own horn, as long as you can truly live up to what you
promise. Time to wave the flag - yours.
Issues and Accents: pride, boundaries, retirement, discipline, certification
07:25 am
Moon Enters Return's 12th House
14° Virgo: A large sheet of parchment is covered with finely lettered names and
mysterious lines; it is a splendid family tree. GENTILITY
Behind-the-scenes maneuvering can go a long way toward setting you up for
the main event, so don't feel you have to tell all right now to get things done. What you
don't know can hurt you, so some non-invasive information-gathering on the sly may be
just what you need to take some time for right now. Honesty is the best policy, but do no
harm is the bottom line. The less said the better right now, and actions will speak louder
than words when the time comes.
Issues and Accents: elusiveness, decline, fear, hiding, self-analysis
07:48 am
Moon Conjunct Natal Venus
14° Virgo: A large sheet of parchment is covered with finely lettered names and
mysterious lines; it is a splendid family tree. GENTILITY
Take the opportunity to express the warmth you feel and don't hesitate to
display your social charms in a fertile, group context. Flattery will get you everywhere,
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so you can safely lay it on thick. Self-improvement and beautification are the way to go,
but self-indulgence can slip into the middle, so watch that you don't overdo things
because you just can't help yourself. Impluse buying is easy to do - be kind to yourself,
but watch your wallet.
Issues and Accents: women, valuables, alliances, patience, holidays
09:46 am
Moon Conjunct Natal Neptune
15° Virgo: A handkerchief of the finest linen and oldest lace lies folded near
milady's mirror by a bottle of rare perfume. RESERVATION
Intuition runs strong for a bit, and chances are that hunch you have is correct,
even if you can't put your finger on it or give a reason for your predictions. The same
goes for your people-antennae, which are particularly tuned in to the feelings of those
around you. It's easy to drift off into a daydream, or simply fog out at a cocktail party.
Operating heavy machinery, however, is less than recommended. Don't try to dream and
drive at the same time.
Issues and Accents: music, escape, misrepresentation, nursing, deceit
02:27 pm
Moon Conjunct Natal Sun
18° Virgo: Two giggling young girls are sitting facing each other, knees tightly
touching, working a ouija board on their laps. SHARP
This is likely your second most active time of the month, as your inner
energies get a boost and you are more likely to be in for some ego-stroking. As greater
energy and enthusiasm flow, so do the opportunities to expend them, so you might take
care not to overdo things or you'll drain yourself. This has a "launch-pad" feel to it, so
make sure new endeavors begun now are birthed with a steady hand, as well begun is
half done and you don't want slips at the starting gate.
Issues and Accents: self-esteem, entertainment, energy, self-centeredness,
publicity
04:10 pm
Moon Conjunct Return's Mars
19° Virgo: There is a colorful gallery on the warm summer day; in the clear blue
water a swimming race nears its decision. COMPETITION
A quick, deft thrust can slay your quarry, but shooting from the hip risks
overwhelming return fire. Rash actions seated in annoyance or anger can do a lot more
damage than just sitting on your hands and waiting it out. Forceful action can carry the
day, but only if it's well thought out and comes from a cool head, not a hot heart. The
opportunity here lies in knowing when to pass and let someone else make the mistake,
after which you may capitalize upon it.
Issues and Accents: enthusiasm, armaments, armament makers and workers,
harm, conflict, rust
Tue Jun 26, 2012
06:54 am
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07:54 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 01:16 pm
11:40 pm
Moon Enters Natal 11th House
6° Libra: A pilgrim sits on a rustic bench and one by one his ideals in a sort of
trance-vision take form before him. CONSERVATISM
This is a good time to look to close friends for support, either as backing for
endeavors you need help with or just for general emotional support and refueling. It's
also a good time to tap into others' creativity when your own inspiration well runs a bit
dry, and you'll find yourself refreshed as a result. In a similar vein, you may also want to
tap into higher resources, both spiritually and financially, to pick up some of their
overflow for yourself.
Issues and Accents: inclusion, caution, community, inducements, machinery
Wed Jun 27, 2012 Moon in Libra
07:32 am
Moon Conjunct Natal Mercury
11° Libra: A kindly old professor from his battered desk looks out over his
eyeglasses at a class eagerly awaiting his words. KINDLINESS
Sudden inclinations to figure things out and think things through are definitely
the way to go, and it's a good time to put it down in writing lest you forget it. That's also
a good idea because schemes hatched now may be somewhat colored by feelings of the
moment that can be wisely edited out after a second look. Keep it simple and don't get
bogged down in details for the time being and you can cover multiple topics and issues,
solve multiple problems while the inspiration lasts.
Issues and Accents: attorneys, diction, invoices, headaches, credentials
10:43 am
Moon Enters Return's 01st House
13° Libra: A children's birthday party is in progress; on a side porch a group of
youngsters are blowing soap bubbles. INFORMALITY
This marks a period when it will benefit you most to use your personality as
the winning card in any game you are playing. It's the time to make that sale, impress
that client, charm that lover, play to the audience. Don't try to impress them with
statistics or your track record, just wow 'em with the way you come on, with the
conviction you have in what you present. This is the month's window for being on-stage,
so take the opportunity to light up when it's presented.
Issues and Accents: power, altruism, purpose, choice, self-discovery
Thu Jun 28, 2012
Moon in Libra (Enters Scorpio at 04:33 pm)
04:23 am
Moon Void Ends: 04:33 pm
04:45 am
Moon Conjunct Return's Saturn
23° Libra: Chanticleer mounts the corner post of a fence; never will the day again
be greeted with the enthusiasm now born. TRIUMPH
Setting limits and downsizing some of your operations may be just what you
need to get a tighter focus and better utilize limited resources. This may at first seem a
downer, but it's really a matter of putting quality over quantity. You cannot be all things
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to all people, so you have to select what role you can effectively play and divert your
assets to support it. Carefully-chosen sacrifices allow all your guns to bear on the target
you can't afford to miss.
Issues and Accents: reliability, blockages, darkness, loneliness, patience
11:24 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 04:33 pm
06:38 pm
Moon Enters Natal 12th House
2° Scorpio: What has been a handsome and valuable bottle lies broken and
forgotten; a track of living perfume leads from it. ABSOLUTION
This is likely the quiet time of the month, a lull in traffic, the calm before the
storm of renewed energy that will follow. Retreat and contemplation, with resultant
renewal and regrouping, are favored pursuits. Use down time to reconsider your options
and make sure you are really on the right course. Inner challenges you grapple with and
resolve now will result in more focused and effective action when the time comes for it,
which will be shortly.
Issues and Accents: treachery, atonement, charity, escape, memory
Fri Jun 29, 2012
Moon in Scorpio
11:35 am
Moon Enters Return's 02nd House
12° Scorpio: A brilliant assembly of dignitaries is seen on a highly polished
dance floor; it is an important embassy ball. POMP
This month's finances are best dealt with, or at least planned for, during this
two-day stretch. Make decisions, allocate funds, plan a budget, write checks, anything
that can go towards wrapping up your money issues for the month. Once these issues are
out of the way, you can move on to networking on your next set of issues. This is the
time to count your recent winnings, impact any losses, and see what your bottom line is
going to fund for you in the near future.
Issues and Accents: durability, work, values, belongings, inhibitions
11:16 pm
Moon Conjunct Natal Jupiter
19° Scorpio: A wise old parrot has been listening attentively to the conversation
and preening himself; now he begins to talk. REPAYMENT
Look for circumstances to further your good fortune and new ways to develop
that further your agenda. This is aided by a generally positive, can-do attitude and a
feeling that it's all going to work out for the best. And that's an approach that can make
for excellent self-fulfilling prophecies. Generosity is the first option, which tends to be
returned in kind, and a feeling of being in touch with the general operating system of life
gives insight to the heart as well as the head.
Issues and Accents: fortune, altruism, enhancement, default, security
Sat Jun 30, 2012
11:43 am
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27° Scorpio: Scintillating with the flash of the instruments and the colors of
banners and uniforms, a military band is marching. INTREPIDITY
You may find yourself running into brief spells of irritability and/or
impatience, when you want to get on with things but your way appears blocked. It's easy
to get into a fight, perhaps even easy to win one, but it's not a good time to choose one.
Avoid quarrelsome and contentious people who might get your goat and remember that
most battles aren't worth fighting. Snap judgments are usually the worst, and you can't
regret mistakes you don't make.
Issues and Accents: impatience, spontaneity, injury, violations, desire
12:05 pm
Moon Enters Natal 01st House
27° Scorpio: Scintillating with the flash of the instruments and the colors of
banners and uniforms, a military band is marching. INTREPIDITY
This is likely your most interesting and active time of the month, when you
can project yourself more convincingly and with greater force than at any other time. It's
the time to get things done in person, face-to-face, rather than by mail or phone, as your
ability to project yourself is at a peak, as is the inclination of others to accept you at face
value. It's a period to make extra space in your schedule, as you're likely to have more to
do than you expect.
Issues and Accents: atonement, vindication, corrections, abandonment,
advancement
01:04 pm
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 06:05 pm
03:47 pm
Moon Void Ends: 06:05 pm
Sun Jul 1, 2012
Moon in Sagittarius
02:11 am
Moon Conjunct Return's Moon's Node
5° Sagittarius: An owl is gravely perched high and deep in the shade of an old
landmark of a tree, solitary on a point of land. PROSPECT
This is a time when the fox comes into view and the chase is begun, but you
may not want to participate in the hunt, so take stock before you go galloping off. The
opportunity for emotional or financial attachments and the responsibilities they entail
may be something you want to pass on for the moment. Today's blithe commitment all
too often becomes tomorrow's burden, so be sure that you really want it before you
saddle yourself with more than you may want to carry. This does not mean avoid
commitment altogether, but that many call and only a few should be chosen.
11:36 am
Moon Enters Return's 03rd House
11° Sagittarius: An ugly old human figure is the carved representation of a god;
near the left side is an ever-burning lamp. NOBILITY
It takes a village to get anything done, which means to get things moving
you've got to talk to everybody in town. If you take this time to be the great
communicator and unify your social network you will find there are plenty of hands to go
around to get it all done. Open new avenues of discussion that focus not on theory but on
everyday nitty-gritty, things that grease the skids for all concerned and avoid wasted time
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by getting rid of repetition, misunderstandings.
Issues and Accents: maps, teaching, guests, information, escape
09:48 pm
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: Jul 02, 2012 06:52 pm
Mon Jul 2, 2012
Moon in Sagittarius (Enters Capricorn at 06:52 pm)
06:57 am
Moon Enters Natal 02nd House
23° Sagittarius: Bathed in a slantwise western sun, with the Statue of Liberty
beyond, Ellis Island welcomes the immigrants. PRESUMPTION
Attention to cash flow and how to improve its balance in your favor catches
your focus, and you'll find yourself basing both attitude and decisions on how much it
costs, what it's worth, who wants to buy it. Your innate possessiveness is at its maximum
and it may be hard to part with belongings, even ones you need to get rid of. It's also a
time for reevaluation of what you think is important to you and why you consider it so,
getting your ducks in a row and making critical choices.
Issues and Accents: bank account, completeness, retreat, unburdening, earnings
06:21 pm
Moon Void Ends: 06:52 pm
Tue Jul 3, 2012
Moon in Capricorn
09:12 am
Moon Conjunct Return's Pluto
9° Capricorn: There is a vast stretch of heavenly realm and across it an angel
carrying a harp comes leisurely but surely. COMMUNICATION
You may have to briefly force someone's hand in order to win this round, but
that's all part of the game, so don't flinch at the possible necessity. Also don't be
surprised if turnabout is fair play and you find yourself the subject of a force play. The
bottom line is to remember that it's more than just your game and you can only win if
everybody gets to the finish line. Don't try to overwhelm pockets of resistance, however,
as a Pyrrhic victory is an empiric defeat.
Issues and Accents: soul-mates, metabolism, odors, legacies, conscience
02:53 pm
Full Moon
13° Capricorn: Back against the mountains towards the East that fringe the roof
of the world a fire-worshipper is meditating. MAGIC
Full Moon in Natal 02nd House
Under a little more intensity than usual, it's time to wrap things up financially,
collect on projects that have come to fruition, and generally tie up loose ends. That
should mean ending extra spending for a time, as it will be less necessary, but that's hard
to do on a Full Moon, when things are a little crazy and judgment isn't always on the
mark. Still, put your focus on that last payment, that final accessory, as the appropriate
approach is to round out what you have done, put on the final touches, and then
showcase it. It's a time to show off what you've got and make the most of it, not keep
piling on to it. From now on, you should concentrate on reaping its rewards.
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Full Moon in Return 03rd House
Your abilities as a communicator may be put to the test right about now, and to
the extent that you can gather and integrate disparate opinions you will succeed in taking
charge of the situation. By promising a single, resolving approach to a variety of inputs,
you can put yourself in the driver's seat, or at least be the one everybody comes to when
they want a definitive opinion. Be a pollster and take the pulse of those around you, then
help everyone get on board of whatever seems to be the prevalent and favored approach.
You may have to let your answering machine take calls, as there can be an overflow and
you'll want to have the strategic choice of who to call back first.
Issues and Accents: talents, order, renunciation, predestination, bargains
06:38 pm
Moon Enters Return's 04th House
15° Capricorn: It is the children's ward in the hospital, with an abundance of toys,
books and gifts for the youngsters. ESCAPE
Attention to laying the foundations of what you are going to do and be for the
month is the order of the day. Build from the ground up and don't start on the first floor
until the basement is done. You don't have to complete it all right now, but have the
order determined and your materials ordered so you don't have to go back and draw up
altered plans later. Where you've already put it all together (or mostly), tidy up the joint,
set your house in order.
Issues and Accents: lodging, living space, community, self-defense, life-style
Wed Jul 4, 2012
Moon in Capricorn (Enters Aquarius at 08:26 pm)
04:37 am
Moon Conjunct Natal Moon's Node
21° Capricorn: Excitement thrills the grandstands during the relay race as each
runner springs to his place with eagerness. TRANSITION
Commitments undertaken at this time may last longer and require more of you
than you now anticipate, so don't sign on the dotted line until you have read the fine
print. And, don't casually say yes to something you don't really mean, because you may
be held emotionally or financially accountable for it. This is a time to fine-tune your
honor and become more closely aware of your emotional responsibilities, and realize just
how much your behavior affects others.
08:26 am
Moon Void Ends: 08:26 pm
11:25 am
Moon Enters Natal 03rd House
25° Capricorn: The little boys are welcomed to the store of the genial Oriental
rug dealer for rare fun in piled softness. ENRICHMENT
Getting the word out, making connections, tying people and things together are
the focus, and you can expect more phone and mail activity than usual, so adjust your
schedule accordingly. It's a good time for touching base, but not ideal for in-depth
conversations which may be put off until you have more time to get into them. Technical
matters, networking, and anything that involves media are on the front burner, and
machines can take on a life of their own, albeit briefly.
Issues and Accents: perceptions, reminders, abbreviation, fingers, schemes
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Moon Void (Personal) Ends: 08:26 pm

Thu Jul 5, 2012
Moon in Aquarius
08:32 pm
Moon Enters Return's 05th House
15° Aquarius: Two little love-birds are sitting on a fence singing to each other
and advertising their happiness to the world. INFORMATION
Making the most of playtime can do as well for you as the most earnest work,
and setting time aside for recreation and generally creative pursuits will serve to refuel
and reinspire the rest of the month. The works of your life are your children as much as
any son or daughter, and when they are conceived and nurtured in love, the result can
only bring reward. So, listen to the natural soul inside and take some time now to bring
those inner voices into the sunshine.
Issues and Accents: imagination, ability, hobbies, extravagance, trophies
Fri Jul 6, 2012
11:49 am
05:32 pm
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Moon in Aquarius
Moon Void Ends: Jul 07, 2012 00:29 am
Moon Void (Personal) Ends: Jul 07, 2012 00:29 am
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